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hen the Utah Agricultural
Experiment Station’s
Kaysville Research Farm was
established in the mid-1940s, it was
barely discernable from the many
other farms in the area. Like so
many other places though, many of
the Davis County farms and orchards
that once produced apples, alfalfa,
onions and sugar beets are now
covered by subdivisions and strip
malls. The Kaysville farm and the
adjacent Utah Botanical Center
(UBC) are hemmed in by houses
and the freeway, but the work that
goes on there may be more important
than ever.
Utah and some of its neighboring
states have the fastest growing
populations in the country. That
means more people relying on
water supplies in some of the driest
states, more vehicles requiring fuel,
and more homes requiring energy.
The specifics of our research have
changed with the state’s landscape
and population, but the mission
remains the same: to generate new

knowledge and technology to
improve the diverse system of
agriculture and natural resources
that feeds, clothes, houses people
and enhances the environment.
A glance at an Experiment
Station annual report from 1946
provides a snapshot of issues
researchers grappled with then:
diseases of stone fruits, improving
sugar beet management, evaluating cherry rootstocks, identifying
markets for Utah fruit, predicting
insect pest prevalence and
assessing the toxicity of DDT.
Now the farm is home to
projects that would look familiar
to researchers who were there
50-plus years ago and others they
probably wouldn’t expect. There
are berry variety trials aimed at
identifying disease-resistant and
hardy varieties of raspberries
and blackberries that could boost
profits for Utah growers. Plots
that were probablyonce full of
sugar beets are now topped by
home landscapes, models that

are densely studded with sensors
and dataloggers that measure
water as it moves through the soil
and into plants. While the UAES
once had lab and field experiments
involving DDT, much of the Kaysville
farm is now used for research
on organic vegetable and fruit
production and orchards serve as
labs for studying integrated pest
management techniques. A field
that bloomed with safflower and
canola this summer did not look
very unusual, but it’s part of a
project aimed at producing biofuels
on small plots and along highways.
In this issue of Utah Science we
take a look at just a fraction of the
research going on at the Kaysville
farm and UBC. We also note two
important events connected with
the station and the botanical center:
certification of the state’s first LEED
Platinum Certified building and the
appointment of the Utah Agricultural
Experiment Station’s first female
director. Noelle E. Cockett was
named director following the retirement of H. Paul Rasmussen who
had served in that post since 1989.
Cockett’s appointment also marks
a return to the days when the
director also served as dean of Utah
State University’s College of
Agriculture. She is also vice president for USU Extension, which will
strengthen the connection between
researchers who discover answers
and Extension specialists and
leaders who use that information
to help improve people’s lives today
and leave a legacy of smart growth
and resource use to those who will
live and work here in the future.
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t’s possible that one day the plants you drive

and airports. Nearly all of that land requires

past on the interstate could be the same ones

regular maintenance, including mowing and pest

that provide the fuel for your car. At least that

control. In Utah alone, maintaining highway

is the goal of a team of researchers working in

rights-of-way costs about $1.7 million annually

collaboration with scientists at nearly a dozen

(2007 Utah Department of Transportation).

other land-grant universities across the country.

Growing useful crops also provides competition

The concept behind “FreeWays to Fuel”

for invasive weeds like cheatgrass that change

may sound a little farfetched in our fossil-fueled

ecosystems and fuel dangerous fires.

world, but there are some important reasons

Plant scientist Ralph Whitesides pointed out

to hope for its success. And the idea appears

that growing oilseed crops on previously unused

promising enough to have prompted the Utah

land could help alleviate the economic problems

Department of Transportation (UDOT) and the

that have emerged as crops that were formerly

National Biodiesel Board to support research

grown to feed people and livestock have been

aimed at testing its feasibility.

diverted into biofuel production. Replacing

There are almost 4 million miles of roadway in

petroleum-fueled vehicles with biofueled ones

the United States and millions of acres of largely

will also reduce carbon emissions and decrease

unused land surrounding sites like military bases

dependence on imported oil.
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Several plants can be used to produce oilseeds

Hanks, Whitesides and Michael Bouck first

because roadside soils are so highly compacted that

for biofuel, but finding the appropriate ones for

planted in 2007-2008 in four roadside locations

each area and climate is part of the challenge.

in parts of the state with differing soils, climate

“The seed drill opens the ground and the seed

Safflower and canola are the candidates currently

characteristics and levels of soil compaction. It

drops in, but the soil doesn’t fall back to cover the

and temperatures can be — on land at the Utah

being studied by Utah Agricultural Experiment

turned out to be among the hottest, driest growing

seed,” Whitesides said. “The seeds would sprout,

Botanical Center (UBC), a Utah State University

Station researchers, but several other plants that

seasons on record. Misguided roadside maintenance

begin to grow and then die. We determined there

facility adjacent to the UAES Kaysville Research

produce oil seeds didn’t make the cut for a variety

equipment also caused problems because operators

were some problems with seed-soil contact and this

Farm. The researchers took advantage of the future

of reasons. Sunflowers become too tall and interfere

were not expecting research plots along the road

year we experimented with covering the seeds with

location of a road at the UBC and constructed their

with visibility along roads. Camolina grows well, too

and disturbed the sites.

composted organic matter to compensate for that.”

plots with 6-8 inches of topsoil laid over 6-8 inches of

well in some cases, and is classified as a noxious

The result of all those factors was less than

traditional planting methods are not effective.

This year the researchers left their roadside

Hanks added, “The climate and soils here make

plots in favor of a slightly more controlled study — as
controlled as a plant study that relies on precipitation

standard roadbed material. They planted randomized

weed with no herbicide registered for its control.

acceptable yields. It was frustrating, but illustrates

this a big challenge. In fact, Utah and Nevada are

blocks of canola and safflower in the spring and fall.

Soybeans are often the darlings of the biofuel

the importance of research on a small scale before

probably the two worst places to try this. But if we

production industry, and could work well in some

agencies jump into planting on a large scale. The

can do it here, people in other states will be able to

a relatively undeveloped section of the UBC

parts of the country, but not in Utah’s dry climate.

issue of soil compaction became a major factor

make this work.”

property, but bordered on one side by a new and

The research plot is an odd site, a swath through

According to graduate student researcher
Dallas Hanks, safflower has several traits in its favor
in addition to its ability to produce oil. Its bright
golden and orange flowers are lovely to look at as
you drive by. But up close safflower, a member of
the thistle family, has leaves and stems that are
dangerously prickly and inhospitable, a plus when
planted on military bases and airports where
security is paramount.
“It’s not a plant you want to cozy up to,” Hanks
said, standing amid some of the thorny, thigh-high
plants. “Another thing in safflower’s favor is that
deer don’t like it at all so they won’t be interested in
grazing along busy highways.”

In Utah alone, maintaining
highway rights-of-way costs
about $1.7 million annually.
Growing useful crops
provides competition for
invasive weeds like
cheatgrass that change
local ecosystems and fuel
dangerous fires.

Clockwise from top left:
Plant scientist Ralph
Whitesides explains
safflower growth habits;
Dallas Hanks bags
harvested seed; Safflower
in bloom; Hanks working
in the research plots.
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carefully groomed arboretum, and on the other side

happens,” Hanks said. “Our motto could be ‘Farm

by a volunteer-tended vegetable garden that supplied

Ugly’ because there is no weed control or irrigation

grown on traditional farmland because UDOT owns

produce to local food banks through the summer. The

and the seeds were planted in blocks at different

the land outright and pays no taxes for it, so if you

plot illustrates a dilemma that researchers face when

times, using different methods, so we have bands

can grow at least fifty percent of what a farmer

grow permanent, soil-holding sorts of low plants

their laboratory is a highly visible field. The objec-

where the plants look good next to bands where

needs to turn a profit you’re OK,” Whitesides said.

next to the pavement and then transition to a strip

tive is not to create a beautiful garden. The goal is to

they are stunted and sparse.”

“Growing along freeways could make us feedstock

for crop production. In some locations, the crop

producers, growing enough seed to process into

strips could then give way to shrubs that are

gather data to determine whether or not crops can be

“It’s different from finding the value of a crop

The team produced a respectable crop of

should be used to reduce water or wind erosion.”
Whitesides said it might be most logical to

successfully grown under tough conditions before a

safflower on the UBC research plot in the 2009 crop

biodiesel. Right now almost seventy percent of

farther from the road and that provide habitat for

lot of time and money are spent trying it on a larger

year, making it appear, at least preliminarily, that

existing biodiesel processing plants sit idle because

birds and small wildlife.

scale. But the public just sees a field where plants

covering the seeds with compost was a winning

there is not an economically feasible way to keep

appear neglected and assumes that a college full of

technique. The formula to determine whether the

them supplied with oilseeds.”

agricultural scientists ought to know better.

crop is profitable is a complicated one, taking into

seeds, and the market price for biodiesel.

All Photos: Gary Neuenswander

the roadside so we just have to plant and see what

account moving targets like the going price for the

While the safflower crop was a success, the
Illustrations: Elizabeth Lord and 4D2A

“We are trying to simulate what happens along

8

appropriate for wildlife habitat and some that

Top: Graduate researcher Dallas
Hanks harvests safflower at the
Utah Botanical Center. Above:
Mature and dry safflower plants.
Utah Science

“The climate and soils here
make this a big challenge.
In fact, Utah and Nevada
are probably the two worst
places to try this. But if we
can do it here, people in
other states will be able to
make this work.”

“We really think one of the most intriguing uses
of this land can be for producing biofuel, especially
biodiesel,” Whitesides said. “And this research has

canola was another story. Canola plants are sensitive

also opened the door to another project we’re calling

to hot and dry conditions and stop producing seeds

Urban Food and Fuel. We’re working with Salt Lake

when they become too stressed. The team evaluated

City and Salt Lake County to use land that those

both fall-planted and spring-planted canola, but

governments own to produce food and fuel crops.”

had poor results. They are experimenting with a new

The governments, like many others in urban

approach, treating the canola as a biennial crop.

areas, own parcels they may use in the future, but

They planted in spring 2009 and are allowing the

that are currently abandoned. The plan is to evaluate

plants to overwinter and, hopefully, produce more

the land and recommend ways to turn small parcels

seed in spring 2010.

into community gardens and use the larger tracts to

“We’re not finished yet, and have come to

grow oilseed crops. It’s not the plan the researchers

believe that a model we call the Freeways to Fuel

originally envisioned, but it is all part of creating a

Mosaic can work,” Whitesides said. “There are

more sustainable future.

sections of freeway throughout the United States
that are great potential for biofuel production.
However, there are other sections that are more

Contact Info:
Ralph Whitesides
ralph.whitesides@usu.edu
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Plant

Preservation
Transitioning Plants from
Wild Lands to Landscapes

If

you visit the Utah Botanical Center’s
(UBC) greenhouse you’ll find pots filled

and propagation are natural fits with the UBC’s

with some familiar favorites like lavender,

mission to guide conservation and wise use of plant

Austrian pine and tricolor sage. Just don’t expect

and water resources. Greenhouse Manager Richard

flats of petunias and begonias. Why? Because

Anderson said some of the center’s initial work was

commercial growers already know how to produce

in partnership with the Chicago Botanic Garden and

those and other old standbys, and there is little

involved growing certain species of penstemon and

chance of petunias and their usual companions

eriogonum (SP) that had been gathered from spots

becoming endangered plants.

across the western U.S.

The goals of plant research at the UBC go

“That project was about helping to identify

beyond just growing beautiful plants. Learning

seed ecotypes that the BLM (U.S. Bureau of Land

to start, grow and care for native and other

Management) might use to reseed disturbed areas,”

drought-tolerant plants, introducing people to

Anderson said. “But it pushed us to think about

new possibilities for their landscapes, arming

what the UBC could do that would be of value to

commercial growers with information they’ll

plant conservation efforts.”

need to produce these less-familiar plants, and

Above: Richard Anderson, Utah Botanical Center greenhouse
10
Utah Science
manager,
with a tray of Firechalice seedlings. Right: Uintah Basin.

It’s a big undertaking, but plant preservation

Among the goals the UBC developed are

preserving the region’s rich variety of flora are

helping to maintain genetics by gathering seed

all facets of the work.

and growing plants that may not be officially

Number 65/2010
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Often, the field work is less like a hike and more like a plant treasure hunt, and some of the treasures
are so small and clinging to places so rocky that other hikers might pass by without noticing them.
“endangered” but may be in danger or at least

determine how they perform in the greenhouse and

researchers photograph the area, record GPS

at the front of the border. Good seedling vigor is a

underappreciated. Seeds are also sent to the

what secrets there might be to caring for them.

coordinates for each sample and gather soil samples

big bonus, but the structure of the flowers, color,

that are analyzed by another UAES researcher, soil

shape and texture are all important.”

National Center for Genetic Resources Preservation

Basin Rare Plant Forum (UBRPF) and The Nature

scientist Paul Grossl. They hike, sometimes in rather

Anderson, former UBC Director Bill Varga and

Conservancy to gather seeds and soil from a number

inhospitable places, always scanning for specific

remote areas. But that’s just one step in the process,

Leila Shultz, a plant taxonomist and USU emeritus

of other sites. The UBRPF provides data about which

plants on their “most wanted” list and any others

because there are no known propagation procedures

professor of wildland resources, explored other

species are most threatened by off-road vehicle

that catch their eyes. Often, the field work is less like

for the plants they collect. The next step is looking

regional plant preservation efforts and found little

recreation, grazing animals and especially by

a hike and more like a plant treasure hunt, and some

for research about the plants’ closest relatives that

information about and few collections of plants in

activities related to energy exploration. The forum’s

of the treasures are so small and clinging to places

can guide plans for greenhouse trials. Grossl’s

northwestern Utah, the Bear River Range and

overarching goal is to create a viable seed bank of

so rocky that other hikers might pass by without

analyses of the plants’ native soil chemistry is another

south-central Idaho. The areas have become the

selected species. Anderson, accompanied by Varga

noticing them.

important factor in giving plants the best chance of

sites of trips to collect seed and soil samples.

and Shultz, made a gathering trip in June 2009

The samples, mostly of penstemon, astragalus and

and came back with some very promising plants.

that we want to locate,” Anderson said. “But I’m

suburban landscapes. Once plants are thriving in the

anserinus (SP), were used in germination studies to

In addition to collecting plants and seeds, the

always on the lookout for things that will look good

greenhouse, they are planted outdoors in plots where

12
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“We go out with some specific plants in mind

Photo: Gary Neuenswander

Photos on this page and above: Richard M. Anderson

for long-term cold storage.

The UBC is currently working with the Uinta

The field work takes them to some beautiful and

moving from rangeland and mountains to urban and

The plants above were all
collected from a trip to the
Uintah Basin. From left to right:
Enceliopsis nutans, Penstemon
grahamii, Townsendia mensana,
Penstemon scariosus var.
albifluvis, Cryptantha barnebyi,
Castilleja scabrida, and Mirabilis
alipes. Far left: Petradoria pumila
growing in the Uintah Basin.
Immediate left: Richard Anderson
with a Firechalice plant not yet
in full bloom in the Rasmussen
Teaching Garden at the Utah
Botanical Center.Number 65/2010 13

Photos: Richard M. Anderson

different methods are used to care for them and

interested in a dwarf rabbit brush and wooly

varying amounts of irrigation are provided.

sunflower, a beautiful, low-growing plant with

“We watch them closely to find out what it takes

blossoms that, as he describes it, “make sundancer

to make them perform well and also what it takes to

daisy look weak by comparison.” He is careful to

kill them,” Anderson said. “Even though we are

point out that while the UBC wants people to

especially looking for plants that require less water,

become enthusiastic and appreciative of natives

it’s not enough to know how little water they can

and other plants usually found in the region’s wild

tolerate. It’s also important to understand what

lands, it’s important that we don’t all take to the

would happen if they were planted in an area that

hills and gather seeds.

received a lot of water. For example, in an area that

“Some of these won’t be suitable for landscapes

is irrigated enough to maintain a bluegrass lawn,

or will be more work than most gardeners want to

some of these natives will drown, or they could be

deal with, but we want people to see the beautiful

opportunists and take over when they get a little

plants of this area,” Anderson said. “It’s an important

more water than they’re used to.”

part of what we do. Early in the UBC’s development,

There are plenty of other questions to answer

Bill (Varga) said he envisioned it being like a plant zoo

as well: Which plants need fertilizer? Do they need

where people could see things they don’t normally see

deadheading? Should you cut them back and when

and appreciate the beauty of this region.”

is it best to do it? Should they be divided?
Several plants look promising for landscape
use, including some that were not the main targets

Above: Petradoria pumila growing in the Uintah Basin. Below: A closeup of a Firechalice
plant growing in the Rasmussen Teaching Garden at the Utah Botanical Center.

of earlier gathering trips. Anderson is especially

Contact Info:
Richard Anderson,
richard.anderson@usu.edu

Contact Info:
Conly Hansen,
conly.hansen@usu.edu

Mountain Flame Firec halice: A UBC Plant Success Story

If

the past summer is any indication, many

Utah Science

from his work as a USU Extension horticulturist.

gardeners are eager to try beautiful, drought-

Canum, a member of the Onagracea family. Its

The two developed the most robust of 16 original

tolerant plants. The Utah Botanical Center

dark green foliage is low-growing and provides a

samples of the plant donated by a colleague in New

rolled out one of its first plant introductions — dubbed

beautiful backdrop for the scarlet trumpet–shaped

Mexico, David Salman. To keep genetic purity, the

Mountain Flame Firechalice — hopeful, but uncertain

flowers that cover the plant from late summer

variety must be propagated asexually from a large

about how the public would respond. All it took was one

through fall. It spreads readily and needs very

cutting block at the UBC greenhouse, says Anderson.

news story about the plant on a Salt Lake City television

little water. The Firechalice goes by other names

station and a flurry of calls and emails from gardeners

too, including Zauschneria Latifolia, Garett’s

Firechalice will be available next spring, ready to add

around the state ensued. The plants were sold out the

Firechalice, and Hummingbird Fuchia.

their bright red, late-summer glow to water-wise

day after the story aired, much to the chagrin of people

14

The object of their desires was Epilobium

UBC Greenhouse Manager Richard Anderson

who continued to inquire about them at the UBC and

collaborated on the project with Bill Varga, the

at Utah State University for several days after that.

UBC’s former director who is known statewide

Call it what you like, more Zauschneria/

gardens throughout the state.

Number 65/2010
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Watering Western Landscapes
first glance, one corner of the UAES

The project is headed by water conservation

optimize resource use,” Kopp explained. “We want

fertilizer and pesticides that move through the soil.

Kaysville Research Farm appears

and turfgrass researcher Kelly Kopp, but includes

to be able to make recommendations so people can

Sensors at several locations (below trees, turf

to have been subdivided into a patch-

collaborators from an array of disciplines. Their

use water, fertilizer and pesticides, when they’re

and ornamentals) and at various depths gather

work of small, nearly identical picnic areas, each

work centers on nine small landscapes, carefully

needed, and do it without waste and reduce impacts

information about what’s going on beneath the

one comprised of a tree, some flowers, ornamental

designed and outfitted with instruments that

on water quality. The way we do that is to measure

surface. The landscapes were designed, with help

grasses, and a sweep of turfgrass. But the spot is

measure temperature, track soil moisture and

what’s going in, what’s coming out, and looking at

from Utah Botanical Center Gardens Manager Anne

not just a quirky landscape design. It’s a laboratory

chemicals as they move through the soil, and

the quality of the landscapes.”

Spranger, to be nearly exact copies of each other

helping researchers discover ways to guide

give researchers a close look at what goes on in

homeowners and cities in creating environments

complex systems like residential landscapes.

that use resources wisely and gauge people’s
feelings about various plants.

16
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“The ultimate objective of all the experiments
is to develop landscape management practices that

The project began with a backhoe digging a grid

with a few important differences. Each plot has

of nine holes 4.5 ft. deep and 20 ft. x 30 ft. across.

the same amount of turf, the same wide borders

The holes were lined with pond liner to capture water

of ornamentals and a tree at one corner. The

that is analyzed to determine the amounts of water,

differences are the plants used to create them.

Number 65/2010
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Some of the landscapes are very traditional;

support development of X number of homes on lots

tity and Kopp looks forward to assessing data from

clog the ponds at the UBC (Utah Botanical Center).

Kentucky bluegrass, peony, boxwood. Some are

of a certain size, we will be able to give them some

the Kaysville plots that will illustrate how nutrients

Water coming into the ponds — which are a popular

planted with drought-tolerant species including

real information about water needs and water

leach into groundwater and surface water sources.

urban fishing spot — carries excess nutrients from

buffalograss, fern bush and sedum. Others are

quality expectations based on specific types

The chemicals commonly used to manage landscapes

surrounding residential areas. The nutrients feed

planted with moderate water users, tall fescue

of landscapes.”

can create serious water contamination problems.

the algae, ultimately raising the water temperature,

Kopp said understanding more about how plants use

compromising the fish habitat and reducing levels

chemicals like nitrogen and phosphorous is crucial.

of oxygen in the ponds.

turf, euonymus and lilac.
Kopp and doctoral student Hongyan (Helen)

That sort of information will become increasingly
valuable as dry, Western states continue to lead

“If we can optimize the chemicals we use we

In the future, Kopp would like to use the plots to

Sun will use data from the sensors and test water

the nation in population growth. In short, Utah’s

that leaches through the system to understand

population and precipitation projections are on a

will have less of them leaching and potentially

study irrigating landscapes with grey water, meaning

nutrient movement and water use. Sun will use

collision course that will force changes in water

contaminating drinking and surface waters,” Kopp

water that has been used for washing dishes, clothes

the data to create models that predict the impacts

use and could result in shortages and restricted

said. “This tends to be a bigger issue in the eastern

and people. It is usable, but with restrictions.

of various landscapes and will craft recommenda-

economic development. According to the non-profit

states because of more precipitation. We don’t get

tions for homeowners.

Utah Foundation, two-thirds of all water (potable

40 or 50 inches of rainfall here, but we put that

water rule,” Kopp said. “It’s so complicated that most

and secondary or non-potable) is used outdoors

much water on when we irrigate. It’s not a problem

people don’t want to try it. Once we have finished

tion at community scales,” Kopp said. “We base our

to irrigate turf and other plants so what people

we have thought about very much in the West,

some current projects I’d like to move onto that

irrigation and fertilizer practices on USU Extension

plant and how they irrigate can make significant

but we should.”

so we can provide the Utah Division of Water

recommendations. So, for example, when a city or

differences in water consumption.

“Helen will combine the data with GIS informa-

developer asks how much water they will need to

The problem of nutrient leaching is illustrated
every summer when excessive amounts of algae

Water quality is as important as water quan-

“Utah, I would say, has struggled with the grey

Quality and other agencies with information about
what negative impacts we see and what positive

THE LANDSCAPES WERE DESIGNED...TO BE NEARLY EXAC T COPIES OF EACH OTHER WITH A FEW IMPORTANT
DIFFERENCES. EACH PLOT HAS THE SAME AMOUNT OF T URF, THE SAME WIDE BORDERS OF ORNAMENTALS
AND A TREE AT ONE CORNER. THE DIFFERENCES ARE THE PLANTS USED TO CREATE THEM.

PLANTS IN THE
LANDSCAPE

A sample of plants in the research landscapes and their water uses.
Native/Adapted Zones (Low Water Use):

18
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Pinyon Pine, Fern Bush, Buffalograss, Sedum
Image: Kelly Kopp

A rendering
of the layout
used as a
template for
each of the
nine research
garden plots.

Intermediate Zones (Average Water Use):
Bristlecone Pine, Korean Spice Viburnum, Tall Fescue Turf, Eunymus, Lilac

Traditional Zones (High Water Use):
Bosnian Redcone Pine, Redtwig Dogwood, Kentucky Bluegrass, Peony, Boxwood
Number 65/2010
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The preference study was done in 2005. Kopp

“Growers there supply that whole rapidly

results we see from using grey water. It could clearly

cared about was how green the grass was. At the

reduce use of potable water resources and there

start they all preferred the landscapes with bluegrass

would like to repeat the experiment in the next

growing area right down to Las Vegas where

could even be benefits from some of the nutrients.”

because the turf was green and soft and lush, all

few years because significant water conservation

water is such a huge issue that they are paying

the things that are great about bluegrass. They

campaigns in the state have been aimed at reducing

people $1 per square foot to get rid of their lawns,”

thought the buffalograss was OK and the tall fescue

the amount of water used on landscapes and people

Kopp said. “When there is more demand from

was somewhere in the middle.”

have been exposed to more drought-tolerant and

consumers for more drought-tolerant plants,

native plants. Questions about what homeowners

growers will make the switch.”

How Green Was the Grass?
In addition to experiments that require a
mix of chemistry, soil physics, plant science and
computer modeling, the plots have also been the
site of social science research. A few years ago
Kopp, graduate student Tony McCammon and
USU sociologist Sandra Marquart-Pyatt evaluated
peoples’ landscape preferences and discovered
something they didn’t expect.
The team developed a survey that measured
reactions of people who were invited to view the
landscapes in early summer. Then the researchers
turned off the irrigation system and allowed the
plots to go dry for six weeks at the height of

But after six weeks with no water the bluegrass
looked terrible, the buffalograss looked about the

prefer in their landscapes reach beyond the color of

same as it had in June, but the tall fescue still

the grass though. They eventually get right to the

looked pretty good and those landscapes rated

bottom line for water managers and people in the

highest with survey subjects.

business of plant production. Where there is demand

Contact Info:
Kelly Kopp,
kelly.kopp@usu.edu

for drought-tolerant plants, commercial growers will

“I was stunned,” Kopp said, “I’m a turf specialist,
and I thought people would go for the flowers. But

sell them. For example, turf farmers in Utah’s hot,

they didn’t care. The grass was THE thing. Because

dry southwest corner commonly offer tall fescue.

we were showing them nearly identical landscapes,
not asking them to compare bluegrass and peonies

“I WAS STUNNED...I THOUGHT
PEOPLE WOULD GO FOR THE
FLOWERS. BUT THEY DIDN’T CARE.
THE GRASS WAS THE THING."

with cactus and a wagon wheel, I really thought they
would be more receptive to the less traditional, low
water use plants.”

summer’s heat, a serious challenge to some of
the plants because Utah gets very little summer
precipitation. Plant scientists used that time to
measure changing temperatures and the plants’
reactions to the manufactured drought. Then in

WATER SAVING
LANDSCAPE TIPS

mid-August they invited the study participants
back to view the plots. To the researchers’ surprise
the preferences all came down to one factor — how
green was the grass?
“No matter what was going on with the ornamentals — even in the native plant landscapes where the

• Develop a landscape plan that includes practical, useful turf areas.

ornamentals were in bloom, had brilliant colors and

• Create hydrozones by grouping ornamental plants according to the amount of

looked great — if the grass wasn’t green enough for

water they require. Then areas can be watered according to their need, rather

people they just didn’t care,” Kopp said. “All they

than irrigating the entire landscape to benefit just a few thirsty plants.

Graduate researcher Hongyan
(Helen) Sun records data
from sensors throughout
the research landscapes.
20
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Photo: Gary Neuenswander

• Irrigate efficiently, not excessively. A properly designed system allows you to
apply the right amount of water at the right spot.
• Reduce the amount of water lost to evaporation by irrigating in the early
morning or in the evening and be certain sprinkler heads are adjusted to avoid
sidewalks and streets. Drip irrigation for ornamentals also reduces evaporation.
• Mulches in shrub and flower beds conserve soil moisture and suppress weeds.
Number 65/2010
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Cockett the New Director of UAES
new chapter in the Utah
Agricultural Experiment
Station’s (UAES) history began
in May with the appointment
of Utah State University Vice
President for Extension and
Agriculture Noelle Cockett as
the top UAES administrator.
The change in leadership was
necessitated by the retirement
of H. Paul Rasmussen, who
had served as UAES director
since 1989.
Cockett’s appointment
brings the full scope of
USU’s agricultural activities
in teaching, research and
extension under her leadership as she continues to serve
as dean of the College of
Agriculture and vice president
for USU Extension.
“It is a challenging but
exciting time to be involved
in agriculture,” Cockett said.
“People are often surprised
by the scope of the research
supported by the Utah Agricultural Experiment Station. Our
researchers work on problems
in animal health, rangeland
management, cell biology,
plant breeding, rural sociology,
crop physiology, food safety,
economics, sustainable
development, human and
animal nutrition, irrigation and
water quality — all the aspects
of agriculture and natural
resources, and factors that
keep rural communities
thriving. It is a privilege to work
with so many people who are
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committed to improving lives and
communities.”
Cockett joined the USU
Department of Animal, Dairy and
Veterinary Sciences faculty in
1990 as a researcher and teacher.
She has been dean of the College
of Agriculture since 2002 and vice
president for USU Extension and
agriculture since 2006.
Cockett has built a distinguished career in sheep genetics
research, maintaining an active
research program even while
serving in various leadership
positions at USU. She is the
recipient of a Young Scientist
Award from the Western Section
of the American Society of
Animal Science (ASAS), the Utah
Governor’s Medal for Science and
Technology, and one of USU’s
top honors, the D. Wynne Thorne
Research Award. She has served
as U.S. coordinator of the
international effort in sheep
genome mapping and received
a distinguished service award
from the ASAS.
“The Utah Agricultural
Experiment Station is the historic
foundation of research at Utah
State University,” Cockett said.
“The first research plots were
established in 1888 when the
university was founded. While
we respect our legacy, we’re
always looking to the future.
The challenges Utahns face are
always changing and we continue
to search for ways to solve or
prevent problems for people in
Utah, the West and the world.”

Economist Awarded Distinguished Scholar Honor

D

Photos: Gary Neuenswander

A

eeVon Bailey received the
Distinguished Scholar Award
from the Western Agricultural
Economics Association, recognizing his enduring contribution
over his career to agricultural,
resource, and environmental
economics in the Western states.
At the ceremony, Bailey was
recognized for his research in
economics, teaching influence,
and his leadership in the field.
Over the past few years, Bailey’s
Utah Agricultural Experiment
Station research has included
enhancing competitiveness and
value of U.S. beef, measuring

potential impacts of food supply
chains on Utah agriculture,
livestock and meat traceability,
and the economics of farm
security. He currently serves
as an associate vice president
for research in international
program development at Utah
State University.
Among his accolades, Bailey
has authored or co-authored
more than 40 journal articles
that have been published in the
leading agricultural economics
journals and has published
numerous other articles and
book chapters. He is also a highly

regarded teacher. His work
on both regional and national
extension projects has been
recognized for its excellence,
reflecting his exceptional
capacity to be able to perceive
the problem, do the research
needed to address this, and
effectively undertake the
necessary extension work. He is
a recipient of the D. Wynne
Thorne Research Award, USU’s
highest honor for research. This
year Bailey was one of six people
who received the Distinguished
Scholar designation from among
the 700 members of WAEA.
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Hansen Named Engineering Fellow

U

AES researcher Conly Hansen has been named a 2009
Fellow of the American Society of
Agricultural and Biological
Engineers (ASABE). The society
annually distinguishes fewer
than 15 of its 9,000 members
as fellows, recognizing their
outstanding contributions to
agriculture, food and biological
engineering.
Hansen is a professor in Utah
State University’s Department
of Nutrition, Dietetics and Food
Sciences and director of the
Center for Profitable Uses of
Agricultural Byproducts. His
research has focused on
managing farm waste, sustainable energy and technologies
that add value to agricultural
byproducts, providing rural
communities with additional
revenue sources. His research

New Plant Variety Releases

T

is the basis for a spin-off
company, Andigen, that installs
bioreactor systems that use
manure and other organic
waste to produce energy and
a stable, compost-like product.
The energy produced can be
harnessed to heat structures
and to generate electricity.
The systems have been installed
in Utah, Idaho, California,
Minnesota, Montana and
Ontario, Canada.
Hansen has authored or
coauthored two books, four
book chapters and more than
100 refereed journal articles
and technical papers. His
work has received six patents
and he served as associate
editor for Transactions of
the ASABE and Applied
Engineering in Agriculture.

he U.S. Department of
Agriculture-Agricultural
Research Service and the
Utah Agricultural Experiment
Station have released new
alfalfa, wheatgrass and
milkvetch cultivars.
Endurance alfalfa is being
released exclusively for mixed
plantings and is meant for use
on semiarid rangelands and
irrigated pastures. It is highly
persistent under harsh
conditions and when grown
in a mixture of grasses and
its low growth habit does not
dominate mixed plantings.
It should be especially useful
to private and public land
mangers for use on Conservation Reserve Program areas
and for revegetating degraded
rangelands and pastures.
Endurance is less productive in monoculture, therefore
it is only recommended for
use in mixtures with grasses
and should not be grown
exclusively for harvest forage.
Its low growth habit makes

nsect pathologist Donald W.
Roberts received the Society
for Invertebrate Pathology’s
2009 Founders’ Honoree
award, the society’s top career
honor. Roberts, a UAES
researcher and research
professor in USU’s Department
of Biology, was recognized at a
ceremony during the group’s
annual meeting.
“The award recognizes
individual scientists and is
awarded in recognition of
outstanding and seminal
contributions in the discipline
of invertebrate pathology,”
said James Becnel, chair of
the society’s award committee.
“It is a distinct honor to
present Dr. Roberts with the
society’s highest award.”
A longtime researcher of
fungal diseases in insects,
Roberts’ efforts include
study of microbial control
of Mormon crickets and

grasshoppers — both vexing
agricultural pests. With a
team of student researchers,
Roberts is investigating fungi
that can keep cricket and
grasshopper populations in
check without harming the
surrounding environment.
Roberts’ team has collected
more than 10,000 soil samples
from throughout the western
United States that contain
varied fungi. In the lab, the
scientists isolate different fungi
and test their effects on insects
in the field. At a current field
research site, the scientists have
placed more than 400 mesh
cages, each housing a single
insect infected with a fungus,
and are observing the effects
on each cricket.
“Field tests are critical
because what works in the
lab may not work in the
field,” says graduate student
Chad Keyser.

The researchers note that,
when the crickets detect an
infection, they instinctively sun
themselves to kill the pathogen.
Fungi selected to control the
insects must therefore be
able to withstand a range of
temperatures associated with
a specific region.
Roberts, who joined USU
in 1997, is internationally
renowned for his basic and
applied research of insect
pathogens. He’s established
insect pathology teams at sites
throughout the globe, including
the United States, Brazil and
the Philippines. In 1980,
Roberts organized the Insect
Pathology Resources Center
at Cornell University, now
part of the Boyce Thompson
Institute for Plant Research,
which supports training for
scientists throughout the world
and maintains a repository of
insect pathogens.
— Mary-Ann Muffoletto
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Photo on immediate right: Mary-Ann Muffoletto

I

rangelands in the northern
Great Basin. It is the only germplasm or cultivar available
for this North American legume
species. It is beneficial as
forage for livestock and wildlife
and biologically fixes nitrogen.
It is found on diverse sites
in Oregon, Washington, Idaho,
Utah, California and Nevada
and extends north into British
Columbia and south into Baja
California. Basalt milkvetch is
typically tall, sparsely leafed
and has clustered, erect stems.
More complete descriptions
of each cultivar, and the
methods used in gathering and
propagation are available online
at http://UAES.usu.edu.
Seed for all three cultivars
is maintained by the USDA
Forage and Range Research
Laboratory and distributed in
varying quantities by the Utah
Crop Improvement Association,
Utah State University, Logan, UT
84322-4855, www.utahcrop.org.

Other photos: Gary Neuenswander

Pathologist Receives Top Career Honor

it difficult to harvest with
machinery. But when used in
a mix for grazing, Endurance’s
low growth is an advantage
since it does not extend above
the grass canopy.
Discovery Snake River
wheatgrass occurs naturally
in eastern Oregon and
Washington, and in central
and northern Idaho, but is used
as a surrogate for bluebunch
wheatgrass for rangeland
restoration, reclamation and
rehabilitation in the Columbia
Plateau. In field trials, Discovery
was significantly more vigorous
than Secar, the only previously
released Snake River wheatgrass cultivar.
Discovery is expected to
primarily benefit land management agencies, ranchers and
the seed industry.
NBR-1 germplasm basalt
milkvetch, sometimes referred
to as threadstalk milkvetch,
is being released for use in
restoration, reclamation and
rehabilitation of semiarid

Number 65/2010

Above left: Donald W. Roberts. Above right: USDA-Agricultural Research Service scientists look over new variety plots.
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Better Berries
in

Utah

I

f you believe Greek mythology, raspberries

to get their supply. Even those whose main

were once white. Then one fateful day a nymph

objective is water skiing or sailing on Bear Lake

named Ida was picking berries that she hoped

know the day is not complete without a raspberry

would please a fussy baby Zeus, when she pricked

milkshake. But, as anyone in agriculture can tell

her finger on the thorny raspberry canes and her

you, nature can be a difficult business partner.

blood turned the berries bright red.
Though his relationship with raspberries and

virus had temporarily wiped out raspberry

researcher Brent Black thinks eating a perfectly

production in the Bear Lake Valley. He found little

ripened blackberry is the closest thing to tasting

research had been done on raspberry varieties in

heaven on Earth and raspberries are a close

various parts of the state with its wide range of

second. Some of Black’s research over the past

microclimates and growing seasons. Black said

several years is determining which varieties of

a lot of virus resistance work goes on in British

raspberries and blackberries will work best for

Columbia, Washington and Oregon, where

Utah growers who stand to profit from we mortals’

winters are far less harsh than those in northern

love of these delicious fruits.

Utah and summer temperatures are also more

Raspberries await picking at the UAES Kaysville Research Farm.

moderate. He started trials with between 15 and

cherries, apples and peaches produced in Utah.

26 varieties in each of four locations, Bear Lake

But premium berries command premium prices

and Cache valleys, Utah County, Kaysville and

and profits for growers. Raspberries have long

Washington County.

been popular in Utah, especially in the state’s

Utah Science

just after an outbreak of raspberry bush dwarf

blackberries is scientific rather than mythological,

Raspberries lag behind the quantities of tart

26

Black arrived at Utah State University

“We put them where we would get real world

extreme northern reaches. Devotees of Bear Lake

situations for Utah growers,” Black said. “Areas of

raspberries trek to the mountain valley each year

the country where there is large scale, commercial
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“We put them where we would get real world situations for Utah growers . . . We’ve found that some varieties that are ‘hot’ in the industry don’t do well here.”

raspberry and blackberry production typically have

promising results. The most commonly grown

are testing three systems for growing blackberries.

to producing high sugars in fruit. Our growers also

mild winters and fairly cool, maritime temperatures

raspberry in Utah is Canby, which produced well

One group of plants is fanned out on a trellis of three

take a lot of pride in what they do and have always

in the summer. They don’t get the heat stress

and ranked high in flavor trials of summer berries,

parallel wires, a standard way to train blackberries.

been very careful not to sell junk. That reputation

that we do or the very cold winter temperatures.

but was not the top choice.

Other plants are attached to hinged trellises. Black

for selling fruit at optimal ripeness will help build

We’ve found that some varieties that are ‘hot’ in
the industry don’t do well here.”
Research technician Thor Lindstrom, who

“Tulameen has great flavor and beautiful,

explained that the moveable part of the

premium fruit, but it has winter

trellis is tipped over the plants

the market for Utah berries.”
Supporting growers means there’s never a

killed even in Kaysville

in early spring. Once canes

shortage of research to do. Black and Lindstrom,

has spent many hours on the Kaysville farm

some years,” Black said.

have grown through the

in collaboration with UAES entomology researcher

overseeing the harvest, examination and weighing

“So for Bear Lake and

trellis, it is tipped the

Diane Alston, are studying pest control in cane

of berries, explained the need for research to help

Cache Valley no, but

Utah fruit producers; “Growing raspberries is a

parts of Davis and

big investment without an immediate return. It’s

Salt Lake counties,

shade for the fruit

farm is devoted to determining which varieties

more like establishing fruit trees than growing

yes, it could be a

and reducing the

are less attractive to the pest. Black said damage

annual crops. They are labor intensive to harvest,

really good berry.”

incidence of sunburn

from the raspberry horntail insect has flared up

which affects flavor

in commercial plantings in the past three years.

and causes fruit to

Oddly, it seems an isolated problem because

but they are a potentially highly profitable crop.

other direction so the
foliage provides

Cowichan is

That’s why it’s important for us to do the research

bushy dwarf resistant

and make recommendations.”

and strong, but scored

become brown or white.

below average in taste

A third use of the hinged,

growers requested canes from what appeared to be

tests. Reveille, while not

thriving plants. But researchers knew the variety

bushy dwarf resistant,

had suffered severe damage in its first two winters

yielded well and ranked high

and that an abundance of canes does not equal an

for flavor. Among fall-bearing

abundance of fruit if last year’s canes — which pro-

varieties, Caroline is becoming the

duce the berries — were killed by cold temperatures.

new industry standard. Polka produces

a yellow variety, was one of the flavor favorites of

of canes and the size and number of berries. Flavor

fall bearers. Among blackberries, Triple Crown

is a critical, if tougher to measure, factor. Some

ranked best for flavor and is the most productive

berries that perform well in terms of winter survival

and cold hardy of the thornless types. Chester also

and yield don’t rank highly with tasting panels

performed well, but is not as flavorful. Trailing

because their flavor is adversely affected by hot

varieties like Obsidian and Siskyou scored high in

summer temperatures.

taste tests, but are not hardy enough for

the data, Black and Lindstrom are seeing some
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trellises and canes are dropped
to the ground in the fall and

consistent production in Utah.
In addition to the variety trials, the researchers

problems and part of the research at the Kaysville

colleagues in other states are not seeing outbreaks
in their areas. As always, there seems to be no
shortage of questions that need to be answered to
help growers cope with local conditions. So the
team will keep working, and tasting its way to
sweet, delicious success.

covered with fabric row cover.
Black is glad that more Utah

earlier fruit and scores well for flavor. Anne,

the research won’t be measured just by the health

Though it takes time to compile and analyze

reduce winter damage as the

growers are trying blackberries which are
generally better adapted than raspberries to
Clipart: 4D2A

Varieties that turn out to be the real stars of

swing trellises aims to

All Photos: Gary Neuenswander

That point was illustrated at a field day when

berries. The raspberry horntail insect is causing

Contact Info:
Brent Black
brent.black@usu.edu

Utah’s alkaline soils and hot summer temperatures.
“I think blackberries present an interesting
niche for Utah,” Black said. “We will never
outproduce berry growers in coastal states because
their season is longer and conditions are more ideal.
But if you deliver a vine-ripened, premium quality
berry and have a direct market to sell to, it can be

Top photo: Research farm workers
carefully harvest berries; Lower photo:
Research technician Thor Lindstrom
weighs berries and records data in the field.

a very good niche market. Our climate is conducive
Number 65/2010
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Wetland Discovery Point Receives
Platinum Rating Certification
AJC’s project architect. “It was a combined effort from a

Botanical Center’s (UBC) newest teach-

determined and committed owner to every engineer and

ing space, has been awarded Platinum

subcontractor working on the project.”

LEED certification, becoming one of just two buildings
in Utah to earn that distinction. LEED certification

tool to provide shade or allow winter sunlight into the building

is an internationally recognized achievement in

to warm it and provide abundant natural light. Harvested

Above Left Photo: Mark Larese-Casanova

Above Right Photo: Gary Neuenswander

building design and construction awarded

30

by the U.S. Green Building Council.
LEED rankings go from
basic to silver, gold and platinum, each one recognizing

irrigate part of the landscape and to flush
low flow toilets. Much of the power used
in the building will be solar generated,
and solar-heated water flows through
the building’s heating system.

of energy savings, water

Extensive use of windows connects

efficiency, carbon emissions

visitors with the landscape and

reduction, improved indoor

improves ventilation.

air quality and stewardship
of resources.
Wetland Discovery Point was
designed by Salt Lake City-based AJC
Architects and built by Big-D Construction. It is the

is an exciting step in our mission

www.biodiesel.org
The website of the National Biodiesel Board
includes more information about the Freeways
2 Fuel project and all other things biodiesel.

Conservewater.utah.gov
This Utah Division of Water Resources website
has advice on water-wise plants, real-time guides
for watering lawns, irrigation tips and the state’s
water conservation plan
Extension.usu.edu
The USU Extension homepage is your portal
to a library of information on a huge range of
topics. Type “Kopp” in the search box at the
top of the USU Extension homepage and
find dozens of fact sheets on turf irrigation,
water-wise landscape planning, drought
management and water quality authored by
Kelly Kopp and others.

Berries

to demonstrate ways of living more

Extension.usu.edu
Type “Raspberry” in the search box to access
fact sheets on better berry production. Find
ways to combat iron chlorosis, battle raspberry
horntail insects and properly irrigate caneberries.

sustainably,” said UBC Director David
Anderson. “We constantly explore opportunities to teach
people about the importance of good stewardship and this

and the thousands of school children who visit the

building reflects that goal. We are very appreciative of the

center each year to learn about the importance of

support we received from the university, the design team,

conservation and wetland ecosystems.

the contractor, the state and our donors.”

The UAES offers these recommendations as a service to readers,
but is not responsible for the content of sites it does not produce.

Wetland Discovery Point is at 676 South 50 West,

the extra cost associated with achieving a LEED

Kaysville. A slideshow of the building is available online at

Platinum level of certification,” said Derek Wilson,

http://utahbotanicalcenter.org.
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wrdc.usu.edu/files/uploads/Newsletter/RC_nov08/
FreeWaystoFuel_1108.pdf
More about putting roadside rights-of-way and
other non-traditional agricultural land to work
growing plants for biofuel production.

“Earning Platinum certification

site of educational courses and field trips for adults

“It isn’t often a client is willing to commit to

Utah
Science

precipitation is stored in a cistern and used to

successively higher levels

FreeWays to Fuel

Landscape Water

The roof functions as both a rainwater collector and a

Clipart: 4D2A

W

etland Discovery Point, the Utah

Science on the web
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